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Abstract
This paper describes an experience in delivering sofware development project course at Informatic Engineering 
Undergraduate Program in ITB. The objective is to propose a learning process model in Software Engineering course. This 
model can be an alternative in learning process that can improve the student’s knowledge and skills in software development 
practices. According to the study program curriculum, an ability in development of small to medium scale software is one of 
several learning outcomes that must be achieved by our graduate. To achieve this learning outcome, we give practical experience 
in applying one method to develop a medium scale software through software development project course. This course is 
conducted in the form of a ‘real’ software development project. The students are allocated into several groups to give an 
opportunity to work in team. One medium software development project is assigned to each group. Since each project is part of a 
larger project, completion of this medium scale software development project will produce a large scale software system. Using 
the iterative and incremental approach known as the Unified Process, each group conducted a full software development life 
cycle: defining a software requirement specification, requirement analysis, design modeling, coding, and testing. Evaluation of 
this course in several semesters showed that the project-based courses can improve the students understanding about software 
engineering. The Unified Process is considered to be an appropriate method for this software development project. Despite of the 
several obstacles that were still encountered, this course model can still be improved to achieve the ultimate goal of this course.
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1. Background
One of the learning outcome that graduate of Informatics Engineering Undergraduate Program of ITB must have 
is the ability to build small to medium scale software. They also have to have an insight of building large scale
software. This ability would not be obtained if they only learn the theory of software development. The students 
need to be actively involved in a real software development project. Therefore, in addition to Software Engineering 
course, which is provide some basic knowledge of software development method, we offer a Software Development 
Project course to give our students an experience in a ‘real’ software development project. The students will have an 
opportunity to apply their knowledge into a full cycle software development project. They will work on team to 
develop a medium scale software which is part of a large scale software system.
2. The course format
Unlike the other courses which tend to be delivered in classroom by the lecturer, the Software Development 
Project course is delivered in the form of a ‘real’ software development project. The students are allocated into 
groups. A large scale software product is divided into a number of medium scale software product. Each of these 
products is allocated to two groups. By the end of the project, we will have two different versions of the same 
software products. By the end of the project, we can compare the two versions of these software products.
The students are not only applying their knowledge of software development method. They also have to explore a 
number of technologies, such as web services, mobile application development, RSS feed, SMS client, and the J2EE 
framework that supports the development of enterprise software.
A group of teaching assistants play a role as the customers who described their software system requirements. 
The lecturer plays a role as a reviewer. Two teaching assistants will be allocated for each group. They will make a
decision about the scope of the project. Each week, the progress of each group will be monitored to achieve on time 
delivery.
3. The software development method
The method used to build the software product is Unified Process. Using this method, the software will be built 
iteratively and incrementaly. This method applies the object-oriented paradigm. The reason for choosing this method 
is to give the students an experience to apply one of an existing method that is supported by a complete and a clear 
guidance. 
Table 1. The Deliverables
No The Models Description
1 Use Case Model, including:
- Use case description
- Actor decription
- Use case diagram
- Scenarios for each use case
Modeling the requirements
2 Use Case Realization, including:
- Sequence diagram for each use case 
scenario
- Class diagram for each use case
Realizing each use case
3 Implementation model Implementing each software 
components
4 Test model Testing each use case scenarios
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The Unified Process consist of four phases: (1) inception phase, (2) elaboration phase, (3) construction phase, and 
(4) deployment phase. At the first phase, the scope of the project will be defined. In this phase, most of the software 
functional and non functional requirement  are defined. At the second phase, the scope of the project will be 
elaborated. At the end of this phase, the architectural baseline will be choosed and defined. A demo of the software 
prototype can be conducted. At the third phase, the construction of the software product will be started.  This can be 
conducted in several iteration. At the end of each iteration, a formal review will be conducted to monitor the 
progress of the project. At the last phase, the software product will be prepared to be deployed in the operation 
environment. At this phase, an acceptance test is conducted to assure that the product matches the user requirement.
In this course, the product will be built in three iteration. One iteration in the elaboration phase, and two iterations 
in the construction phase. Each iteration consisted of the following workflows: (1) requirement modeling, (2) 
analysis and design, (3) coding, and (4) testing. By the end of one iteration, a working software product with several 
features will be executed and evaluated. A formal review will be conducted at the end of the iteration. In this review, 
all of deliverables are reviewed, including: the requirement model, the analysis and the design model, the source 
codes, and the execution of working software. Reviewer and the customers give feedback to the developer team, to 
improve the quality of the software product.
As mention before, the work products are not only the sources code and the executable files, but also several 
models that required as the artifacts of the UP. Table 1 show that models. All the models are packaged in a technical 
document. This technical document is defined based on the deliverables of the Unified Process. The outline of the 
document is shown in Fig. 1. 
1. ...............................................................................................
Introduction
2. Software Requirement
a. Description
b. Functional and Non Functional Requirement
c. Use Case Model
d. Supplementary Specification
e. Glossary
3. Analysis Model
a. Use Case Realization
b. Class Diagram
c. Analysis Classes
d. Analysis Package
4. Design Model
a. Architectural Description
b. Design Constraint
c. Use Case Realization
d. Class Diagram
e. Classes Detail Design
f. Algorithm/Query
g. Statechart
h. Interface Design
i. Persistent Classes Representation
j. Coding Standard and Naming Convention
k. Deployment Diagram
5. Implementation
a. Environment
b. Classes Implementation
c. Interface Implementation
d. Other Files
6. Testing
a. Test Plan and Test Procedure
b. Test Cases and Result
c. Defect and 
d. Test Evaluation
Appendices
Fig. 1. Technical Document Outline
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Table 2. Project Schedule
#Week Activity Description Milestones
1 Project overview
2 Inception phase: 
Project initiation
Develop the iteration plan Project scope; 
iteration plan
3 Elaboration phase:
First iteration
Conduct the development of the first 
increment of the software; by the 
end of each week, each group must 
report their progress to their 
customer (the teaching assistants)
4 Elaboration phase:
First iteration
5 Elaboration phase:
First iteration
6 Formal Review I The developer team present their 
work product in the first iteration to 
the reviewer
Models of first iteration: 
Requirement model
Analysis model
Design model
Implementation model
Test model
7 Construction phase:
Second iteration
Conduct the development of the 
second increment of the software; by 
the end of each week, each group 
must report their progress to their
customer (the teaching assistants)
8 Construction phase:
Second iteration
9 Construction phase:
Second iteration
10 Formal Review II The developer team presented their 
work product in the second iteration 
to the reviewer
Models of second iteration: 
Requirement model
Analysis model
Design model
Implementation model
Test model
11 Construction phase:
Third iteration
Conduct the development of the 
third increment of the software; by 
the end of each week, each group 
must report their progress to their
customer (the teaching assistants)
12 Construction phase:
Third iteration
13 Construction phase:
Third iteration
14 Formal Review III The developer team present their 
work product in the third iteration to 
the reviewer
Models of third iteration: 
Requirement model
Analysis model
Design model
Implementation model
Test model
15 Deployment phase:
Finishing and Project 
Closing
Conduct the acceptance test between 
the developer team and the customer 
(the technical assistant)
Installation kit
Manual document
Leaflet
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4. The project schedule
The project have to be finished in one semester (15 weeks). Each group have to report their progress to their 
customer every week. Formal review will be conducted three times to check the progress and the quality of the work 
products. 
Teaching assistants also play a role as technical advisors. If there were any technical problems in using the 
technologies, the students could ask for a tutorial. The detail schedule of the overall project is shown in Table 2.
Since the students will be allocated in groups, one of the assessment criteria is the ability to work on team. Each
team may apply a different form of project organization with consist of several different roles. There are a project 
manager, software analysts, designers, programmers, and testers. The member of the team plays a role as one of five 
roles. But, each member have to share his knowledge and experience to other members.
Furthermore, the software product will be published in a Software Vaganza. This activity aims to give an 
opportunity to the students to promote their products. The software product should be bundled in an interesting 
package. Several additional products have to be made for the purpose of publication, such as leaflet, mug, installer,
manual book, etc.
5. The project
5.1. The topics
In general, the topic of the project is the development of a large-scale software system. This large-scale software 
system is divided into several medium-scale software product. Each of these must be inter-connected, either 
exchanging data or request for a particular service. Since one of the target is to introduce web services technologies, 
the forms of connection between software should be implemented in the form of a web service. There are several 
software that provide web services, and there are software that consume the web services. 
For each semester, we provide a description of a large-scale software system, and what connection should exist 
between the part of this large software system. These are the examples of the project descriptions:
1. Year 2011/2012
Building a software system to support people to go home (homecoming) during the holidays of The Iedul Fitr 
(mudik). This system will help the users to plan ‘mudik’, order or buy  souvenirs, and rent a car.This software 
system consist of several subsystem:
a. THR (The Home Journey Expert), 
b. TEMPE (Thrive of Management for Purchase)
c. MOEDIK (Move to Other Location Management) 
2. Year 2010/2011
Building a software system to support tour and recreation (The Ganesha Touring System). This system will help 
the tourist to plan trips, book hotels, and rent a car.This software system consist of several subsystem:
a. TRIP (Tour and Recreation Information Project), 
b. HOME (Hotel Ordering Management Expert), and
c. CINTA (CINTA Is National Travel Agent)
3. Year 2009/2010
Building a software system to support an operation of a hospital (The Ganesha Medical Center), which consist 
of several subsystem:
a. HIA (Hospital Information and Administration)
b. OOS (Outpatient Operational Support)
c. HC (Hospitalized Control )
d. PIS (Pharmacy Inventory Specialist )
e. HRM (Human Resource Management)
For each year, two different version of the same software product will be built by two different teams.. These two 
teams will compete to deliver a better product.
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5.2. The Technologies Used
A number of technologies must be explored and used in the software products. This will challenge the students to 
use existing and current technologies. By the end of the project, the students will have experiences in a number of 
these technologies.  The technologies are as follow:
1. Web Services; to give the students the experience of using web services as an alternative implementation of 
communication between software, several software should provide the web services and the others should 
consume the web services.
2. Mobile Application; several software must deliver features that can be accessed through mobile devices. Part
of this software will be deployed on the mobile devices, which will access the database located on the server.
The mobile part of the software product is developed using the Sun Microsystems J2ME.
3. SMS Service; several software must provide services that can be accessed through Short Messaging System 
(SMS).
4. Email service; several software can send an email to the user’s email account
5. RSS Feed; several software must be able to collect information from others sources through RSS feed.
Each group will be forced to use 2 or 3 of these technologies according to the specification of the software
product.
6. Year 2011/2012 project 
6.1. The topic
Year 2011/2012 project was to build a software system to support people to go home (homecoming) during the 
holidays of The Iedul Fitr (known as ‘mudik’). This system helped the users to plan the trip to their home, order or 
buy souvenirs, and prepare the transportation.This software system consisted of several subsystems:
a. THR (The Home Journey Expert), 
b. TEMPE (Thrive of Management for Purchase)
c. MOEDIK (Move to Other Location Management) 
The THR was a support system for a travel agent. This support system had to be general and could be modified to 
support local needs of a particular travel agent. Some of the modification were the profile of the travel agent and the 
services they provided. The services included: (1) to travel from point to point, (2) to travel using inter-city bus, (3) 
to buy an airplane ticket, and (4) to deliver the package to destination city.
The TEMPE was a support system to run an online shop. This support system managed several different online 
shops.  Each shop could has its own shop profile. Using these online shops, a user could order  anything and then 
deliver it to the destination. This support system could communicate with the THR to use their delivery package 
service.
The MOEDIK would intensively using the THR and the TEMPE services. This was the front-end part where the 
users planned their ‘mudik’. Using the MOEDIK, the user planned the trip to their home. The users could prepare 
the transportation, which caused the MOEDIK to consume the THR web services. The users could also buy a 
souvenirs, which caused the MOEDIK to consume the TEMPE web services. The MOEDIK became a one stop 
solution to help the users to plan their ‘mudik’.
6.2. The technologies used
Technologies used in this year project were as follow:
1. Web services; the THR provided services to buy a ticket or to rent a car; the TEMPE provided service to 
order souvenirs or food; the MOEDIK consumed the services provided by the THR and the TEMPE
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2. Mobile Apps; the THR and the TEMPE provided  several services that can be assessed through a mobile 
device 
3. Email service; the THR would notify their customer about their booking ticket or transportation by sending 
an email; the TEMPE would send the invoice to their customer via an email.
6.3. The project team
At Year 2011/2012 class, 29 students were registered. These students were allocated into five groups. Since there 
were three subsystem, these were topic allocation for each team:
1. The Anpau Team:first version of the THR
2. The KUPPI Team: second version of the THR
3. The Rumah Bunglon Team: first version of the TEMPE
4. The Lima Solution Team: second version of the TEMPE
5. The Sepoi-Sepoi Travel Team: the MOEDIK
There would be two version of the THR and the TEMPE, and one version of the MOEDIK. The MOEDIK should 
consume the services provided by both version of the THR and the TEMPE. This scenario required an effective 
communication between teams. 
6.4. The schedule
The project implemented in 15 weeks, started at 8 August 2011 until 27 November 2011. Week 3 and 4 was Eid 
holiday. Therefore, the project was postponed until week 5. The detail of the schedule was defined according to the
schedule in Table 2, with a slight adjustment.
6.5. The result
At the end of semester, all the software products were delivered on time. Most of the functional requirements
were successfully implemented. There were one or two functional requirements that were not properly implemented.
These were the features that require an intensive coordination between teams. But overall, all the students achieved 
a good grade.
To assess the student understanding, a questionnaire was designed to be filled at the end of the project. The 
questionnaire asked the students to write the following:
x A brief description of their software product; to verify whether each member understand their software product
x A brief description of the technology used (web services, mobile application, or email services)
x The realization model of one use case; to assess whether each member understand of deliverables of the Unified 
Process.
x A brief description of their role on the team
x Assessment of each member to other team members
x Technical and non-technical obstacles faced during the project
x Suggestions for improving the implementation of this course and the grade he/she expected
From the questionnaire, the data obtained were as follows:
x The average grade for the technical understanding was 3.2 (scale of 4)
x Most of the students were more familiar with the Unified Process since they used it actively in their project 
x Most of the students understood the technology used in their software products
Here were some of the obstacles encountered during the project implementation:
x Lack of human resources
x Difficulty of allocating tasks to each team member
x Lack of time to do the technology exploration
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x Difficulty in coordination with other teams
x Difficulty in managing time
x Difficulty in understanding some modeling notation
Here were some suggestions made by the students according to the project implementation:
x Some course material about software analysis and design modeling were need to be reviewed
x The project description should be more clearly
x The infrastructure (the server) should be prepared from earlier
x Some tutorials about the technology used were needed
In addition to the questionnaire above, there was another more general questionnaire, which was published by the 
ITB for each course. The questionnaire was also filled by each student. The result of this questionnaire can be seen 
in Figure 2. All grade were in scale 4.
Competence of the Lecturer : 3.48
1. Mastery of the course materials : 3.48
2. Communication skills : 3.38
Commitment of the Lecturer : 2.86
3. Time used : 2.72
4. Presence in the classroom : 2.86
The Lecturer Attitude : 3.40
5. Course preparation : 3.17
6. Responsiveness and willingness to discuss : 3.48
Course Implementation : 3.24
7. Introduction to course objective, the syllabus, and references : 3.21
8. Appropriateness between the SKS and the course implementation : 2.79
9. Evaluation methods : 3.48
Benefit of this course : 3.21
The students attendance : 3.29
Fig. 2. The Questionnaire Result
7. Evaluation
In general, the implementation of this course has been successfully providing an experience to the students to be 
actively involved in a software development project teams. Several practices that are both technical and non-
technical have been applied by each team. Some of the experience gained by the students are as follow:
• experience in implementing a complete software development methodologies (the Unified Process)
• experience to explore a number of technologies (web services, mobile application development, email 
services, etc)
• experience to present their software products
• experience in gathering the detailed of the requirement of the software 
• experience in building medium scale software in a team; learn to work on team; learn to allocate roles and 
tasks to each team member 
• experience in coordinating with other teams to define the communication mechanism between their software 
product
• experience to commit to the schedule defined to the project 
• etc
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However, there are still some obstacles encountered, such as:
• Lack of time; the students still not had enough time, especially for the technology exploration and for the
coding phase. Most of the students were registered in several other courses which also give a number of 
assigments.
• Lack of coordination between teams. This coordination is very important because each software must 
communicate with other software. This could be caused by the difference rhythm of work between the teams.
• The poor quality of the products, especially for features that depended on other software. It occurs as a result 
of the above problems.
Despite of several obstacles that still encountered, this course model can still be improved to achieve the ultimate 
goal of this course.
8. Conclusion
Evaluation of this course in several semesters show that the project-based courses can improve the students 
understanding about software engineering. Using this model, the students are required to be actively involved in the 
full cycle of software development process.
The Unified Process is considered to be an appropriate method. The iterative and the incremental process model 
gives an opportunity to focus on a small portion of the software at a time, and there is always a chance to improve its 
software version when its previous version is not properly implemented.
The project will be more successful if the project topic is interesting and challenging for the students. The 
variation of the topics needs to be defined to increase the student motivation.
The schedule of the project implementation should be arranged in such a way that does not interfere with other 
courses. Monitoring the work progress needs to be scheduled in more detail in order to force the students to deliver 
the product on time.
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